Migrate Legacy Contracts with Meta-data into a CLM

What We Do
Brightleaf provides a technology powered service to extract information from
your contracts using our own proprietary semantic intelligence/natural
language
processing
technology, our own team of lawyers to
check the output, and our own Six-Sigma
process to deliver
end-to-end,
highly
accurate, extracted data from your
contracts.
Your
legacy
contractual
documents along with this extracted metadata can be migrated into a Contract
Lifecycle Management (CLM) system for
tracking and reporting. This greatly
enhances the value of your investment in
the system. The data can be virtually
anything, and it is customized for each of your type of contracts. All meta-data, terms and
conditions, legal provisions, and even all obligations (which are usually scattered throughout your
contracts) are extracted by our software.

Our Technology
Brightleaf helps you work better. Here’s how we pull it off:
Brightleaf’s semantic intelligence engine/natural language processing
technology is a proprietary software platform for analyzing and abstracting all
commercial terms, legal provisions, and obligations from any text-based legal document. The
underlying architecture understands linguistics, along with broad and multi-layered grammatical
constructs, allowing it to parse complex legal language across any number of contracts and
companion documents such as amendments, addendums, side letters, etc. The highly-detailed
results are interpreted and refined to build a consistent, structured dataset, then put through a
Six Sigma quality control process.

Some of Our Customers

Our Vision
Our software and services open new doors
for companies to manage risk, ensure
regulatory compliance, recover revenue,
avoid penalties, and meet customer
obligations. Working in partnership with
CLM System vendors, we ensure all the
important, historical data locked away in
your legacy contracts are abstracted,
verified, and uploaded into your CLM
system at near 100% accuracy.

About Us
We are a Boston-based, minority owned,
technology and service company with
operation centres in Pune and Delhi, India.
Our technology powered contract data
extraction and mining services are
delivered to business customers
worldwide.

Recognitions
CIOReview Co– mpany of the year

Brightleaf provides contract abstraction services for customers in a wide range
of industries such as technology, real estate, healthcare, financial,
manufacturing, and transportation.
“Brightleaf is a

hidden gem of a company. They were a lifesaver to our Contract Lifecycle
Management project. Simply awesome!!"
Greg McLaughlin, Sr. Director – Business Operations, AppNexus
all of it, we’ve really been impressed with the output
from the Brightleaf team"
Kristen Claburn, Manager Legal Contracts, NuStar Energy

Brightleaf CEO, Among 10 Best CEOs

“Timeliness, accuracy, responsiveness.

"The insight your team provided allowed us to end up with a much better end result than if we
had attempted the work on our own"
Scott Wilson, Sr. VP, Planning and Transactions, Alorica

One of the Top 20 Tech Companies - 2018
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